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Chapter 4

Descriptive preliminaries

This chapter clari�es some aspects relevant for a correct interpretation of the description of
DIP contained in chapters 5 through 8. I will begin by characterising the analysed corpus,
both in terms of the methods of collection employed (section 4.1) and its constituency
4.2. Section 4.4 deals with the physical aspect of the example sentences transcribed in this
description, both in terms of the adopted orthography and glossing rules.

4.1 Data collection

The data for the present research was collected over 4 �eld trips to Diu, between 2004
and 2008, through interviews and elicitation sessions involving primarily native speakers
of DIP but also non-native speakers, of all generations and from various communities
(Hindu, Muslim and Catholic). Apart from the information collected in formal recording
sessions, much data was also collected through the observation of, and interaction with,
the community of �rst-laguage DIP speakers. The resulting corpus is described in detail
in section 4.2. The mediator language of choice (in particular for elicitation) was English,
given that Gujarati was not shared between researcher and collaborators, and (standard)
Portuguese was unadvisable due to the possible e�ect its local prestige might have on the
collaborators' output.

The inevitable e�ects of the observer's paradox, exacerbated in Diu by the sociolinguis-
tic constraints described in 2.2.1.3, were contradicted - to the extent possible - in the design
of the recording sessions. Therefore, in addition to one-on-one interviews and elicitation
sessions, I often aimed at the following settings:

- Group sessions: these potentiated free interaction between the various participants
and, although more demanding when it came to transcription and phonological analysis,
yielded important material which was not necessarily directed at the researcher but at
peers. One of the groups which was recurrently interviewed collectively consisted of school
children (aged 6 to 12) who attended the (English-medium) Nirmala Mata Catholic School
in Diu Town.1 Other group sessions often involved entire households.

1These recording sessions were organised during the students' school break, with the kind assistance of
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- Dialogues: the attempts to record dialogues without the intervention of the researcher
were notoriously unsuccessful, given the unease created by the recording gear and the en-
tire situation.

- Public functions: whenever possible, I recorded public functions, including the per-
formance of traditional songs in DIP.

- Mediation: several recording sessions availed of the assistance of mediators (native
speakers of DIP and peers of the interviewees) who translated the questions and requests
of the researcher for the interviewee(s), from English into DIP. By shifting the primary
interlocutor role onto the mediator, this setting minimised the interference not only of the
researcher but also of his perceived expectations and language skills in the production of
the interviewee(s).

It became clear very early on that video recording was counterproductive, as it enhanced
the disturbance caused by the recording setting. The vast majority of recordings was
therefore strictly audio.

The few video recordings were made with a Sony DCR-HC40E video camera, on Mini
DV tapes (DVM60PR3). The audio data was recorded on a Sony MZ-NH1 Hi-MDMinidisc,
with two external electret condenser microphones: Sony ECM-719 clip-on microphone and
Sony ECM-MS907. The audio data was stored as uncompressed .wav �les with a sampling
rate of 44 kHz. At a later moment, it was transcribed using Transcriber software and
exported to Toolbox for interlinear glossing and analysis.

Apart from audio data, information was also collected through various questionnaires
and �eldnotes. The following section describes the corpus in detail as well as the criteria
determining which data to consider for the present description.

4.2 Corpus

The total audio corpus collected in all �eld trips to Diu ascended to circa 33 hours of
continuous speech, divided over 70 recording sessions. This sum total includes all types of
recording sessions (see 4.1), including elicitation sessions, and it was therefore necessary
to make an educated selection of which material to consider for the linguistic description.
The following criteria guided the decisions made concerning which sessions to transcribe
and analyse:

- Fluency: the material collected through the interviews of non-native speakers of DIP
was, for the time being, disregarded, given that the L1 material collected was deemed
su�cient and more reliable.

the various school directors.
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- Absence of normative constraints: collaborators whose speech displayed the phenom-
ena associated with the normative pull of Standard Portuguese (for which, see 2.2.1.3) are
not represented in the corpus for analysis.2 The manifestation of these normative e�ects
was aprehended through observation and comparison of several collaborators' speech. As
it turns out, young speakers are in general reliable sources of speech unconstrained by the
normative pull of SP, but so are some older speakers.

- Family history: only speakers who were born in Diu were considered for the sample.
Furthermore, considering the relationship between DIP and Daman IP in the territory and
the family e�ects observed (see 2.2.2), the speech of Diu-born children of Damanese parents
was included in the corpus but, whenever necessary, checked for consistency against the
speech of other collaborators.

- Linguistic dexterity: it is a fact that some collaborators are more capable than others
of detaching themselves from the structures of the mediator language, in an elicitation
setting. This fact was taken into account when approaching elicited material which, at any
rate, is treated as secondary to that obtained from free-�owing speech.

In addition to the audio recordings, this description avails of material elicited in the
form of various questionnaires (�lled in by 7 collaborators), �eld notes stemming from the
interaction with L1 speakers of DIP, and the elicitation of circa 700 vocabulary items made
with resort to a Pictorial Glossary in Indian Languages published by the Central Institute
of Indian Languages, Mysore (Karnataka).

4.3 Phonemic and phonetic transcriptions

For phonemic and phonetic transcriptions, I follow the rules of the International Phonetic
Alphabet (henceforth IPA) set out by the International Phonetic Association (1999). The
orthography used for non-phonemic/phonetic DIP text, on the other hand, di�ers quite
substantially from the IPA; see section 4.4.1 in this chapter for a description of the valid
orthographic conventions, and 5.5 for a full motivation of the orthography grounded in the
phonemic description of DIP.

Two symbols which are used irregularly are the IPA sign for primary stress - an apostro-
phe "'" preposed to the stressed syllable - and the IPA sign indicating a syllable boundary
- a dot".". These symbols are used, in phonemic as well as phonetic transcription, only
when required by the line of argumentation.

2Aside from the obvious sociolinguistic relevance of the normative pull exerted by SP, data from such
speakers is in fact rather interesting in that it highlights a) the areas of DIP grammar perceived by the
speakers as divergent from SP, and b) the continuing role of SP in the linguistic context of L1 speakers
of DIP. This data was for the moment disregarded so as to achieve a maximally accurate description of
unconstrained DIP, but it should in the future be analysed in more detail from a sociolinguistic/variationist
perspective.
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4.4 Example sentences

The example sentences provided in this description were retrieved from the analysable
corpus as de�ned in 4.2, including both free-speech and elicited material. I resort to
elicited data only in the absolute absence of adequate example sentences from free-�owing
speech.

Examples are given in italics as a default. Any lexical items not in italics refer to
borrowings (e.g. English borrowings, such as uncle), and these are given in their original
orthography; recurrent loans which are commonly adapted to the phonology of DIP (such
as sayk@l, from Eng. cycle, which in DIP occurs with �nal stress) do not appear in italics
and follow the DIP orthography. The orthography of Gujarati, Hindi and Konkani lexemes,
on the other hand, is latinised according to the orthography designed for DIP (see 4.4.1)
unless a particular author's version is transcribed (in which case this is duly indicated).

The following subsections clarify the orthographic and glossing conventions used in the
treatment of DIP data.

4.4.1 Orthography

The orthography used in this description is such that each grapheme (or compound grapheme,
as in the case of <ch>) corresponds to a phoneme. The system is fully motivated in 5.5,
and therefore I will simply indicate the correspondence and approximate pronunciation
here.

- <a> corresponds to /a/: pronounced [a].

- <E> corresponds to /E/: pronounced [E].

- <e> corresponds to /e/: pronounced [e].

- <i> corresponds to /i/: pronounced [i].

- <O> corresponds to /O/: pronounced [O].

- <o> corresponds to /o/: pronounced [o].

- <u> corresponds to /u/: pronounced [u].

- <@> corresponds to /@/: pronounced [@] or [5].

- The application of a tilde on a vowel (<ã>, <�e>, <�i>, <õ>, <�u>) results in a
nasalised vowel.

- <y> corresponds to /j/: pronounced [j].
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- <w> corresponds to /w/: pronounced [w].

- <p> corresponds to /p/: pronounced [p] or [p^].

- <b> corresponds to /b/: pronounced [b] or [b^].

- <t> corresponds to /t/: pronounced [t] or [t^].

- <d> corresponds to /d/: pronounced [d] or [d^].

- <k> corresponds to /k/: pronounced [k] or [k^].

- <g> corresponds to /g/: pronounced [g] or [g^].

- <m> corresponds to /m/: pronounced [m].

- <n> corresponds to /n/: pronounced [n].

- <N> corresponds to /N/: pronounced [N] or [(j)î].

- <r> corresponds to /r/: pronounced [R] or [r].

- <f> corresponds to /f/: pronounced [f].

- <v> corresponds to /v/: usually pronounced [V].

- <s> corresponds to /s/: pronounced [s].

- <z> corresponds to /z/: usually pronounced [z].

- <x> corresponds to /S/: pronounced [S].

- <ch> corresponds to /Ù/: pronounced [Ù] or [S].

- <j> corresponds to /Ã/: pronounced [Ã] or [Z].

- <l> corresponds to /l/: pronounced [l].

4.4.2 Glossing

In this description, glosses are closely modelled on the Leipzig Glossing Rules published by
the Max-Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology (Leipzig). I will only draw atten-
tion onto a few salient glossing practices which may not be easily interpretable. Consider,
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as an illustration, example (11):

(11) pErt
near

d-ik@l
of-DEMd

ki
CMP

te
EXS.NPST

�u
one

courthouse.
courthouse

`A courthouse which is near that.'

Words which are italicised in example sentences (but not the glosses, see below) are
loanwords, which means the orthography may di�er from that de�ned for DIP text; this
is exempli�ed by the English word courthouse in the previous example. Segmentable mor-
phemes are separated with a hyphen "-" in example sentences, as well as in the correspond-
ing gloss; this is the case of dik@l `of that' in (11). When a non-segmentable example word
(i.e. in the case of suppletion) requires several gloss elements, they are mediated by a do
"."; this is exempli�ed in (11) with the word te, glossed `EXS.NPST'. Recurrent glosses
(usually grammatical) - such as `DEMd', `CMP', `EXS' and `NST' - are abbreviated. A
full list of abbreviations can be found in the opening pages of this volume.

(12) d@p@y
d@p@y

muyE∼muyEr
woman∼woman

d@
of

Manu.
M.

`Then the women of Manu('s family).'

In reduplicated forms, the constituents are graphically connected with a tilde "∼"; see
muyEmuyEr in (12). Proper names (such as Manu) are indicated only by their initial in
the gloss. Ocasionally, when required by the argumentation and often to draw attention
to form rather than internal structure/semantics, certain words may be left unanalysed in
the gloss; in these cases, they are transcribed in italics, such as d@p@y in (12).

Whenever an element of an example sentence is enclosed in parentheses, the interpreta-
tion is that it is optional. Square brackets may also be used in examples to draw attention
to a particular constituent or to indicate phrasal or clausal boundaries, whenever this is
required by the argumentation; in these cases, the use and meaning of the square brackets
is duly �agged in the text. On the other hand, bracketed elements in the translation line
are those which have no correspondence to any (overtly) expressed element in the example
sentence but which are required in the translation language (i.e. English). The use of
brackets in examples is demonstrated in 13:

(13) [a
DAT

el]
3s

(de-w).
give-PST

`[I] gave [it] to him.'
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